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Sangha CIF 6251 Q-Cam VGA 102d Winic Corp.PARIS (Reuters) - France’s top court ruled on Friday that the country’s leader cannot
be a simultaneous lawmaker, general and president as he argues to keep his job, sparking a constitutional debate with implications for

European democracy. Slideshow ( 2 images ) The ruling which said centrist Emmanuel Macron failed to respect a constitutional ban on
lawmakers holding two of the jobs also applies to regional and parliamentary elections due in March. Macron, who took office in May
2017, has already said he would not run again for the presidency, losing ground as a favorite in opinion polls to far-right leader Marine

Le Pen and hardline candidate Francois Fillon. His popularity has dropped to just 21 percent according to an Ifop poll published on
Friday. Le Pen is in the lead with 29 percent, up three points on Fillon, whom she overtook last month after her rival’s disqualification
as a result of a corruption scandal. Macron, 39, argues that his role as president means he cannot simultaneously hold any other public

office, a plan which would see him avoid appointing members of his deeply unpopular government to state bodies for the next five
years. His argument sparked a constitutional battle in which European politicians from across the political spectrum have pointed to the

democratic debate and say others should follow the French example. “This is an issue that touches the heart of the European
democratic model,” said German lawmaker Jan-Kees Wiele, head of the Greens in the European Parliament. “I hope we will not let

others down.” The debate in France, which has only two senior officials serving in the presidency - the prime minister and the foreign
minister - has raised questions over the role of national leaders in drafting treaties for the European Union. Corruption, unresolved euro

zone debt issues and a migrant crisis, including riots at the borders of Hungary, are also posing challenges to the EU. Macron argues
that, as president, he cannot simultaneously hold any other 3e33713323
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